EXT. STARK’S POND - NIGHT
Against a starry sky, the boys have set up a tent next to
the pond.
They have a little fire going, and they’re sitting around
it, cooking marshmallows with sticks. Except for Cartman;
He’s playing his harmonica.
CARTMAN
You guys, listen to this song I just
wrote. It’s called “I Hate You Guys.”
(playing)
I hate you guys
You guys are assholes
Especially Kenny
I hate him the most
Cartman smiles, proud of himself.
CARTMAN
Okay, now let’s try one all together!
(playing)
I hate you guys.
(talking)
Come on, you guys know the words.
(playing)
Especially Kenny.
KYLE
This is sweet being rugged
outdoorsmen. Facing the wilderness,
not having to be home until eight
thirty...
Cartman gets up and walks away.
STAN
Where are you going?
CARTMAN
I’m going home for a minute, I have to
go to the bathroom.
KYLE
Just go behind the trees.
CARTMAN
I have to go number two.
STAN
So, you can poo in the wilderness.
CARTMAN
No way, dude, what would I wipe with?!

KYLE
Cartman, don’t be such a baby. We’re
supposed to be rugged outdoorsmen.
Cartman takes a few steps away.
CARTMAN
What do I sit on?
KYLE
You just squat, stupid.
Cartman walks a few feet and squats to poo.
STAN
NOT HERE! Go further away!
CARTMAN
God, I’m glad you guys know all these
pooping outside rules.
Cartman walks several yards away and squats.
We hear him make a few efforts.
CARTMAN
Ugh... Hugh... Come on, na...
KYLE
Watch out for ground eels!
The boys all laugh.
CARTMAN
Shut up, you guys! I can’t think!
KYLE
What do you have to think about?!
CARTMAN
I have to think about... Planes
dropping bombs...and...
Dumptrucks...and...Soft serve ice
cream...
(Pause)
Ah, that did it.
STAN
SICK DUDE!
Something pulls itself out of the pond...
CARTMAN
(Playing harmonica)
Pooping outside
Making soft serve ice cream
For all my friends

Especially Kenny.
POV of the creature as it sneaks up on Cartman.
CARTMAN
Hey Kenny, can I borrow one of your
gloves?!
Kenny stands up.
KENNY
Mph rm.
Kenny takes off his glove and heads for Cartman, but then
catches himself.
KENNY
(No way)
Mph rm!!
Cartman finishes up. He stands back up and zips up his
pants, just in time to see a pair of eyes looking at him.
Cartman freezes.
CARTMAN
What the...
The thing blinks at Cartman. It makes a sound,
HOPE
Oohmie gooba!
-then dashes off through the bushes.
CARTMAN
OH MY GOD YOU GUYS!!! COME LOOK AT
THIS!!!
STAN
WE DON’T WANNA LOOK AT IT CARTMAN!
CARTMAN
YOU GUYS!!! GET OVER HERE!!!
KYLE
NO WAY, DUDE!!
CARTMAN
I’M SERIOUSLY!!
The boys all come running.
CARTMAN (cont’d)
Look! over by those bushes!
The boys look around...

KYLE
What?
HOPE
Meesa scared!!
Suddenly, the bushes rustle again and a shadow darts
away.
STAN
I SEE IT!!
CARTMAN
COME ON, LET’S KILL IT!!
The boys all chase after it. Kyle suddenly stops.
KYLE
(Looking at his shoe)
AW!!! CARTMAN!! YOU’RE SUPPOSED TO
BURY IT!!
EXT. JIMBO’S HOUSE
Jimbo and Ned’s house is situated near the pond.
INT. JIMBO’S HOUSE
Jimbo is drinking beer and watching TV. Ned is
frantically searching the house.
On TV is the HSN guy who is selling a gay sword.
TV (O.S. WHILE NED SEARCHES)
Look at this sword... Offered only
here on the House Shopping Network...
It’s got a dragon on the Blade, it’s
got a dragon painted RIGHT on the
blade.... used by the samurai of JapanJIMBO
Ned, how the hell could you LOSE your
voice box?!
Ned tries to answer.
JIMBO (cont’d)
I can’t hear you Ned. You don’t have a
trachea. You smoked too much and had
it removed. And then you drank too
much and you lost your goddamn voice
box, Ned.
NED
(Burp talking)
Shut up, Jimbo.

JIMBO
Aw, Ned don’t burp talk, that just
sicks me out.
Just then, they hear boys yelling from outside.
BOYS (O.S.)
IT WENT THIS WAY!!//OVER HERE//COME ON
YOU GUYS//etc.
Jimbo gets up.
EXT. JIMBO’S HOUSE - NIGHT
Jimbo runs out the door.
JIMBO
What the hell is going on?!
STAN
Uncle Jimbo!! Cartman found some big
animal creature. It ran over that way!
JIMBO
Hold on, I’ll get my shotgun!
Jimbo runs back insideJIMBO (O.S.)
NED! NED COME ON!!
Jimbo runs back out with his shotgun. Ned follows in his
underwear.
JIMBO
Where’d it go?!
KYLE
It just ran by here a second ago!
SNAP! A sound emerges from behind the house.
JIMBO
Sounds like it ran into the Ostrich
trap!!
EXT. JIMBO’S HOUSE - BACKYARD - NIGHT
Everyone slowly makes their way around the corner. The
boys are all standing behind Jimbo.
JIMBO
Shh now... Keep quiet.
They walk a little further.

JIMBO
(Whisper)
Alright, I’m gonna turn my flashlight
on... It may get startled, so be
ready...
Jimbo turns on his flashlight.
And we see the Jakovasaur, trapped in a large cage.
It’s eyes are wide open, and it is shaking.
HOPE
Ooba dagga!
JIMBO
Holy crow... I’ve never seen anything
like it!
HOPE
Meesa gonna die? WOO-WOOP!
It smacks its head in the cage.
CARTMAN
(Laughing)
Hey, that thing’s funny!
KYLE
It’s stupid.
JIMBO
Well, let’s kill it!
CARTMAN
No! No, don’t.
JIMBO
Huh?
CARTMAN
I like it.
KYLE
You don’t like anything, Cartman!
JIMBO
Well, alright... Ned, get the Mayor on
the phone, tell her that we... Oh,
yeah, you can’t. Never mind, I’ll do
it.
Jimbo walks back toward the house.
EXT. SOUTH PARK - DAY
A few people have gathered out on Main Street.

The boys

are with Jimbo, who has the cage on a little trailer
behind his Hummer. The Jakovasaur is inside it. The
crowd is restless.
JIMBO
Yeah, it was like wrestling a
Louisiana Alligator this thing!
up one hell of a fight!

Put

The crowd is impressed by the sight of the creature.
Jakovasaur sits in the corner scared.

The

POV of the townspeople. WIDE ANGLE. They all stare at the
Jakovasaur.
KYLE’S MOTHER
Hello there... Who’s the cute baby?
Who’s the fuzzy, Huh? Yes, that’s a
cutie.
Two men walk up to the mayor.
INTERIOR GUY
Mayor, we’re from the Department of
Interior.
MAYOR
Oh yes, how are you?
INTERIOR GUY
We’re fine. Just fine.
INTERIOR GUY 2
Fine, just fine.
INTERIOR GUY 3
Fine.
MAYOR
Right over hereThe crowd parts to reveal the creature to the Interior
Guys.
They look at the creature. Their jaws drop wide.
INTERIOR GUY 2
My God McClannon, do you believe it?
HOPE
Isa needsa Jakov! GOOO-WOOOP!!
INTERIOR GUY
It’s amazing!
MAYOR
What?

INTERIOR GUY
Mayor, this is a Jakovasaur.
one has never been seen!!

A live

MAYOR
Ooh, neat-o!
INTERIOR GUY 2
Incredible! We know of this creature
only from remains found frozen in
snow!
CLOSE UP Jakovasaur - It’s wide eyed and shaking.
INTERIOR GUY
Do you realize what this means? We
could use its DNA and have a chance at
bringing the entire Jakovasaur species
back from extinction!
CARTMAN
Wow, cool!
NED
(burp-talk)
Is there reward money?
Everyone stops and looks at Ned, disgusted.
JIMBO
Cut it out Ned, that’s just
disgusting.
INTERIOR GUY 2
This one Jakovasaur could mother an
entire population of the animals.
TOWNSLADY
Well in that case, I think we should
name it ‘Hope.’
SAPPY MUSIC CUE.
TOWNSPERSON
Hope.
TOWNSPERSON 2
Yes Hope!
Everyone chimes in.
HOPE
Meesa nama ‘Joon-Joon’!
STAN
I think it’s name is ‘Joon-Joon.’

MAYOR
Hope! Why that’s a perfectly
beautiful name!
Everybody smiles at everybody else.
INTERIOR GUY
Now we must find a safe place for it.
MR. GARRISON
I’ll keep it at my house.
MAYOR
No, Garrison, you’ll just try to have
sex with it.
HOPE
WAH?!
MR. GARRISON
WHAT?! How DARE YOU SAY THAT!
MAYOR
Garrison, you remember what happened
to the wounded pigeon you were
supposed to take care of?
MR. GARRISON
Oh, come on, you all know the pigeon
was a total slut.
The Interior guys look at each other. The Rancher from
ep. 1 steps forward.
RANCHER
I’ve got a barn it can stay in. It
ain’t much, but it’s heated.
INTERIOR GUY
Well, that sounds fine, just fine.
INTERIOR GUY 2
Fine, just fine.
INTERIOR GUY 3
Fine.
MR. GARRISON
Now wait a minute, I want to clear the
air here. We ALL know that pigeon was
a whore. Raise your hand if you DIDN’T
sleep with that pigeon!
Everyone raises their hands.
MR. GARRISON (cont’d)

Oh, whatever...
EXT. STARK’S POND - NIGHT
Crickets... Wind...
PAN ACROSS the still pond slowly
Something pulls it self out of the water.
Shadow only. It’s another creature.
It’s hand reaches down and picks up something off the
ground.
It’s Cartman’s backpack tag with his address.
INT. CARTMAN’S HOUSE
Cartman is watching TV.
TV (O.S.)
It’s got a dragon painted on the
Blade. This is the Tsumutami swordCARTMAN
Wow, a dragon right on the blade.
(Calling)
Mom can I get a tsumutami sword used
by the ancient Tokugawa soldiers?
CARTMAN’S MOM
I’ll think about it, hon.
CARTMAN
Sweet.
A knock at the door.

MOM!

CARTMAN
SOMEBODY’S AT THE DOOR!

CARTMAN’S MOM (O.S.)
Mommy’s busy poopykins!
CARTMAN
Should I get it?!
INT. CARTMAN’S MOM’S ROOM
Cartman’s mom is in bed with a couple of guys.
smoking crack out of a glass pipe.
CARTMAN’S MOM
Go ahead Snookums! It’s probably one
of your little friends!

She is

CARTMAN (O.S.)
Okay!
INT. CARTMAN’S HOUSE Cartman get’s up and goes to the door.

Okay!

Another knock.

CARTMAN
Okay, hold your horses, God!

He opens the door and there on his landing is a
Jakovasaur!
CARTMAN
AAAAAGAGGH!! MOM! IT’S ANOTHER
STARK’S POND CREATURE!!!
CARTMAN’S MOM (O.S.)
That’s nice muffin!
JAKOVASAUR
PLEASE HELP ME.
The Jakovasaur takes a step, but trips in the doorway.
JAKOVASAUR
W-W-WOA!!!
He falls to the ground.
The Jakovasaur can in fact talk, and does so in the most
loud and annoying voice ever.
JAKOVASAUR
PLEASE HELP ME FIND JOON-JOON. SHE HAS
BEEN GONE SINCE LAST NIGHT AND I AM
WORRIED SCARED!
CARTMAN
You mean the other Jakovasaur?
JAKOVASAUR
WHAT MEANS A JAKOVASAUR?
CARTMAN
YOU’RE a Jakovasaur.
call you.

That’s what they

JAKOVASAUR
OH... COOL BEANS!
CARTMAN
But the other Jakovasaur talked
different.
JAKOVASAUR
THAT’S CUZ JOON-JOON’S A GIRL! GIRLS

TALK DIFFERENT.
CARTMAN
I have to call my friends over!
They’re never gonna believe it!
JAKOVASAUR
PLEASE, TAKE ME TO JOON-JOON. WE’RE
THE LAST OF OUR KIND. THERE ARE ONLY
TWO OF US LEFT.
INT. CARTMAN’S ROOM - LATER
CARTMAN
He’s the last of his kind, you guys.
There’s only two of them left!
REVERSE ANGLE - STAN, KYLE, AND KENNY
standing at the door.
The boys look at each other for a second.
KYLE
Did you smoke some of your mom’s
crack?
CARTMAN
Will you stop with the whole mom
smoking crack thing? That’s a old
joke.

ERIC!

JAKOV (O.S.)
DO YOU HAVE ANY MORE COOKIES?!

STAN
Who was that? One of your mom’s
boyfriends?
CARTMAN
No, that was the Jakovasaur.
(calling)
It’s okay to come inThe Jakovasaur comes into the living room.
STAN
Wow...
CARTMAN
Jakov, I want you to meet my friends.
JAKOV
HI YOU GUYS! I LOVE NEW FRIENDS.
WHOOP!!
He trips on the carpet and hits his head.

JAKOV (cont’d)
(Shaking his head)
YADDA-YADDA-YADDA
CARTMAN
(Laughing)
Isn’t he funny!?
STAN
No. He’s annoying.
The boys walk a few steps away and whisper.
KYLE
What are we supposed to do with him?
CARTMAN
We have to take him to that rancher’s
barn to see his girlfriend.
STAN
Why don’t we just tell our parents?
CARTMAN
No! Adults won’t understand! We have
to do this ourselves!
INT. RANCHER’S BARN - NIGHT
Toonga is sitting in some hay in the barn. Flowers are
all around her with banners that say things like ‘We love
you, Hope’ and ‘We all HOPE for the future’
Toonga just sits there, shaking and looking nervous. She
jumps a little when the barn doors open.
The boys quietly and slowly push the door open.
STAN
Shh, keep quiet. We could get in big
trouble for being here...
The boys sneak in, with Jakov behind them.
JAKOV
JOON-JOON!
STAN
SHH! Keep quiet, stupid!
Toonga just keeps looking nervous as Jakov runs up to
her.
JAKOV
OH, JOON-JOON! I’M SO GLAD YOU’RE
OKAY!!

KYLE
Dude, have you ever heard of
whispering?!
JAKOV
I AM WHISPERING!
Jakov steps on a rake. It smacks him in the face.
JAKOV
YEEEEE-OW!!!
Cartman laughs.
CARTMAN
You’re so funny, Jakov!
JAKOV
I AM?
STAN
Okay, uh, Jack-off, why don’t you just
take Boonga here and go back to
Stark’s Pond?
JAKOV
OH I DON’T KNOW... THIS PLACE IS KINDA
NICER THAN STARK’S POND.
Suddenly, the barn doors open!
The boys spin around to see most of the adults and the
Dept of Interior guys.
HOPE
OOH! WESA IN BIG DOO DOO NOW!!
JAKOV
OH OH!!

ACT 2
INT. JIMBO’S HOUSE
Ned picks up the phone and dials.

PHONE VOICE
Hello and welcome to Voicebox Express,
your #1 source of Voicebox’s. I’m
Amanda, how may I help you?
NED
(burp talk)
Yes, hello, I lost my Voice box.
There is a pause.
PHONE VOICE
Excuse me?
NED
I lost my voice box.
PHONE VOICE
Excuse me?
NED
I lost my Voice box.
Jimbo comes in.
JIMBO
Hey Ned, look what I bought you!
new voice box!
Ned jump up and down with joy.
up like a bone for a dog.

A

Jimbo holds the voice box

JIMBO
You want it? You want it?
Ned pants a little.
JIMBO
Yeah! Yeah, you want it!
here you go-

Alright,

He hands it to Ned.
JIMBO
Well, try it out!
NED
(Irish voice)
Aw, Jimbo, I can’t thank you enough
for the new voice box!
Ned looks at the thing puzzled.
NED
(Irish voice)
Now what in the devil is this thing?!

JIMBO
Oh no, I must’ve picked up the Irish
model by mistake.
NED
Aw, what a bloody pickle this is. Did
you keep the receipt then?
Suddenly, the door opens.

Stan and Kyle run in.

MAN
YOU GUYS COME QUICK, I’VE ONLY JUST
HEARD!

What?

JIMBO
What is it?

MAN
They found another one!
another Jakovasaur!
MUSIC STING!

They found

Ned and Jimbo look at each other.

NED
(Irish voice)
Blimey!
EXT. SOUTH PARK AVENUE - TOWN SQUARE
The town is gathered in the square.
The Mayor is on the stage, at a podium, addressing the
crowd. The three Interior guys and Hope and Jakov are
sitting in chairs on the stage.
MAYOR
Here with more on the STATUS of the
Jakovasuars is ‘Department of Interior
guy’!
The Interior guy takes the podium.
INTERIOR GUY
Thank you Mayor. The noble Jakovasaur
is on the brink of extinction. And now
you as a community have a chance to
bring them back!
The boys are standing with Cartman off to the side of the
stage. Cartman is holding a piece of paper and reciting
lines.
CARTMAN
Thank you, Mayor, for this distinctive
honor...
KYLE

What are you doing, fat ass?
CARTMAN
I’m preparing my speech for when they
call me up to congratulate on me for
my discovery.
(reading)
Thank you, Mayor, for this distinctive
honor..
The townspeople CHEER.
INTERIOR GUY (cont’d)
Hope and Jakov are the last of their
kind. But with the help of the Mayor,
we have implemented a plan to help
them breed. We will give them a home,
and a fighting chance... at survival.
JAKOV
THANK YOU!
The townspeople all cheer.
MAYOR
And now, we’d like to bring up the
little boy who first discovered the
Jakovasuars... Eric Cartman.
Cartman takes the stage.
CARTMAN
Thank you, Mayor, for this honorable
distinction...
TOWNSPERSON
Well, that’s about it, let’s go.
TOWNSPERSON 32
Yeah.
A few people start to leave.
CARTMAN
You know, there’s really only two
seasons here in South Park; Winter and
July... Ha ha... ha ha
More people leave.
CARTMAN
But, I’m seriously, South Park has
always been a place of discovery for
me...
Everyone leaves.

CARTMAN
AY! YOU SONS A BITCHES! GET BACK HERE!
I am having a GOD DAMN distictive
honor!
EXT. HUD HOME - DAY
A very plain looking house. A huge banner reads ‘Welcome
to your new home Hope and Jakov!’
INT. HUD HOME - DAY
The townspeople walk into the sterile house with Jakov
and Hope.
JAKOV
WOW! IT’S SO PRETTY!!
INTERIOR GUY
Well, Jakov... We hope this new home
INSPIRES you and Hope to... Uh... You
know.
JAKOV
WHAT?
INTERIOR GUY 2
Well, we’d love to see more
Jakovasaurs so... Maybe you two should
uh...
JAKOV
WHAT?
INTERIOR GUY 3
Get to some BUSINESS...
JAKOV
WHAT?
KYLE
THEY WANT YOU TO HAVE SEX GOD DAMMIT!!
JAKOV
OH...
MAYOR
We’ll just leave you two love birds
alone.
Everyone leaves.
JAKOV
Alright, then.
The last person leaves and closes the door.

Jakov looks over at Hope, who is sitting on the couch
with cake on her face, looking nervous. They stare at
each other.
EXT. HUD HOME
Everyone is gathered outside the home, listening in.
Just then, they hear CRASHING AND BREAKING COMING FROM
INSIDE.
JAKOV
AAAGGHGH!!!! W-W-WOA!!!!
Now more CRASHING and BANGING.
HOPE
GOOWAAAA!!!!!
JAKOV
WWWWWWAAAAAGHHGH!!!!
More crashing.
Finally, the door bursts open and Hope runs out the at
full speed, down the block.
HOPE
MEESA JUST DON’T WANT TO!!!!
Jakov comes out the door.
JAKOV
I DON’T KNOW WHAT TO DO!
INTERIOR GUY
Jakov, to have sex all you need to do
is, you know, put yourANGLE JAKOV’S CROTCH
There’s nothing there.
RESUME
INTERIOR GUY
I guess we don’t know exactly how
Jakovasaurs mate.
INTERIOR GUY 2
There IS... Another option.
EXT. MEPHESTO’S PLACE - NIGHT
Lightning crashes.
INT. MEPHESTO’S PLACE - NIGHT

Jakov and Hope are sitting on a table in Mephesto’s lab.
Hope looks nervous.
MR. MEPHESTO
I have managed to artificially
insemenate HOPE with your semen.
JAKOV
I HAVE SEMEN?! WHERE’S THEIR BOAT?!
HAR- HAAAAA!!! HAR- HAAAAA!!!!
MR. MEPHESTO
Yes, yes, that’s very funny, Jakov.
The boys are looking on. Cartman is laughing but the
others aren’t.
MR. MEPHESTO
I will need to examine Hope once more
to see if the process worked.
Mephesto touches Hope’s arm.
HOPE
GOO-WAAAAAA!!!!!!
JAKOV
HARR-HAAAA! HAR-HAAA!!!!
KYLE
(Covering his ears)
God damn, SHUT UP!
Mephesto closes his eyes and takes a deep breath.
Mephesto looks under a microscope.
MR. MEPHESTO
Yes... Yes, I think it worked. You’re
going to be parents!
INTERIOR GUY 2
YEAH!
INTERIOR GUY
WE DID IT!!!
JAKOV
NOW I CAN BE LIKE ALL THE OTHER DADS
IN SOUTH PARK!!
STAN
(To Kyle)
Dude, do we really want another one of
these things hanging around?

EXT. STAN’S HOUSE - DAY
Establishing.
INT. STAN’S HOUSE - DAY
The South Park men are all gathered in Stan’s living
room, watching a football game.
They are all intense, their eyes glued to the screen.
TV (V.O.)
And Bubby Brister is having a GREAT
1st quarter! Let’s see what trickery
he uses here! Here’s the snap! AndJAKOV
THANKS FOR INVITING ME TO WATCH THE
GAME GUYS!!!
The guys all roll their eyes.
STAN’S FATHER
No problem, Jakov.
TV
To the forty yard line!
MEN
YEAH!!!!
JAKOV
GO NINERS!! NIN-ERS!!!
The men all glare at Jakov.
KYLE’S FATHER
We’re rooting for the BRONCOS here,
Jakov.
JAKOV
OOP!
The men all fix back on the television.
TV
The hand-off to Terrell Davis! He’s at
the fifty! The Forty! The Thirty!
JAKOV
YOU GUYS KNOW WHAT?! THIS ONE TIME, I
WAS WATCHING THIS RABBIT. A BROWN
RABBIT...
TV
He breaks another tackle and THE BALL

IS LOOSE!
JAKOV
AND... YOU GUYS KNOW WHAT HAPPENED? IT
TOOK DOOKIE RIGHT IN FRONT OF ME!!
TV
The ball is turned over to the forty
niners!
The men all sit back, bummed.
The men all stare at Jakov.
STAN’S FATHER
Hey, Jakov... Uh, could run down to
the store and get some more pretzels?
JAKOV
SURE! YOU GOT MONEY?
Kyle’s Father THROWS a bunch of Money at Jakov.
KYLE’S FATHER
Here you go. And don’t go to the store
down the block, the one four miles
away in Fairplay has better pretzels.
JAKOV
COOL BEANS!
Jakov walks out, but trips over the tv cord. The TV falls
and sparks on the ground.
JAKOV (cont’d)
Oop-ie...I’ll be right back.
Jakov leaves. The men all just sit there for a few
moments.
MR. MACKEY
Jakovasaurs kind of piss me off.
MEN
Yup.
INT. HUD HOME
Boys, Interior guys, The Mayor, Jimbo and Mephesto watch
in wonder as Hope prepares to give birth. She is bloated
to twice her normal size.
INTERIOR GUY
Amazing. The gestation period was only
four days.
INTERIOR GUY 2

At that rate, we could repopulate the
Jakovosaurs in just a few years!
HOPE
BOOOOO-WAPPP!!!
INTERIOR GUY
Don’t worry, hope. Everything’s going
to be fine, just fine.
INTERIOR GUY 2
Just fine.
INTERIOR GUY 3
Fine.
ANGLE BOYS
KYLE
Dude, I don’t want to watch this thing
have a baby.
CARTMAN
If Jack-off and Hope don’t have kids
their race will become extinct.
KYLE
Maybe the baby will be still-born like
Cartman was.
CARTMAN
Ay, I might have been still born, but
at least I got better.
RESUME
HOPE
GEEEWWAAARRRR!!
INTERIOR GUY
Here we go!
KYLE’S MOTHER
(Wiping tears)
Behold the miracle of childbirth!
BLAMMMO!! Hope leans back, gives a snort, then BLOWS A
HUGE WAD OF PRE-BIRTH GOO all over everybody.
KYLE
Gross!
Then, out pops a baby Jakovasaur. It FLIES out of hope,
and smacks against the wall, leaving a splotch of goo.
NEW JAKOVASAUR 1
SQUEEK!!

Everyone CHEERS!!!
INTERIOR GUY 3
This is the first step in bringing the
species back from the brink of
extinction.
Hope makes a little snort noise.
INTERIOR GUY 2
Looks like there might be a second
one!
INTERIOR GUY
Wow, that would be a great start for
them!
SPLOTCH! Another baby pops out of Hope, splats against
the wall and falls to the floor.
TOWNSPEOPLE
Hooray!!
HOPE
BOOOO-WOOOOP!!!!
Now Hope becomes a cannon. She fires little babies out
her against the wall one after the other.
Everyone ducks to avoid being hit by the berage of
babies.
KYLE
Aaaagh!
MAYOR
She’s a canon!!
Babies fly everywhere. Finally, everything calms down,
Hope relaxes.
The Interior guy picks up one of the babies.
INTERIOR GUY
Well... Apparently they breed in
litters.
CARTMAN
Aren’t they cute you guys?!
STAN
(To Kyle)
Dude, I’m not so sure this is a good
thing.
Just then, Hope screams again.

HOPE
Boooo-WOOOOOOP!!!!
Babies start popping out again, firing against the walls.

EXT. SCHOOL
Establishing.
INT. CLASSROOM - DAY
Garrison stands at the front of the class.
MR. GARRISON
Okay, children, we have some new
students joining us today. Let’s all
be warm and welcome them to our class.
The inside of the class is CRAMMED. All the normal
students, plus fifteen young Jakovosaurs mixed in.
STAN
Dude, it’s crowded in here!
YOUNG JAKOV
I LIKE SCHOOL!
YOUNG FEMALE JAKOV
BOOOO-WOOOP!
GARRISON
Okay, so we’re just going to stick to
our normal lesson plan, and start the
day with history... Now, does anyone
know why Chubby Checker left the
Beatles in 1972?
Nobody knows.

A lone Jakov finally raises his hand.
GARRISON

Yes?
YOUNG JAKOV
I DON’T KNOW!
FEMALE JACOV
BoooooWOOOOP!
GARRISON
Okay.... Is there anybody who can
answer the question?
A pause.

Another Jakov raises his hand.

YOUNG JAKOV 2
I CAN’T.
YOUNG JAKOV 3
(Raising HIS hand)
Me neither.
Garrison sits and fumes.
GARRISON
Dammit! You don’t raise your hand if
you don’t know!!
JAKOV
Oh.
YOUNG FEMALE JAKOV
GOOOOOOWWAAAAAAA!!!!
ANOTHER YOUNG FEMALE JAKOV
GOOOOOOWAAAAA!!!!
YOUNG JAKOV
Ooh! Fight! Fight!
YOUNG FEMALE JAKOV
GOOOOWAAAAAPPP!!
Stan and Kyle rub their temples as the two females bash
heads.
YOUNG JAKOV
(Singing)
SCHOOL SCHOOL I LIKE SCHOOL
SCHOOL SCHOOL I LIKE SCHOOL!
The other young males join in the song, while the females
join in the fight.
KYLE
Dude, this sucks ass!
CARTMAN
I like going to school now!
Jakovasaurs are so coool!
Garrison sits down at his desk and puts his head in his
hands.
MR. HAT
This is insane, Mr. Garrison.
MR. GARRISON
It sure is, Mr. Hat.
EXT. BAR - NIGHT

Silhouette of crowd visible through window.
INT. BAR - NIGHT
All the townspeople are gathered in the bar, sitting and
standing in a large circle. The Mayor is standing in the
middle.
MAYOR
Now folks, I know we’re all a little
worried about the Jakovasaurs, and I
want to hear you all out.
Garrison stands up.
MR. GARRISON
Mayor, the little Jakovasaurs are
ruining my classroom! I can’t teach
our kids anything!
TOWNSPEOPLE
Yeah!
Chef stands.
CHEF
And those Jakovasaurs eat THREE TIMES
as much as normal children. I can’t
keep up!
TOWNSPEOPLE
Yeah!!//That’s right!// etc.
The GARBAGE MAN stands.
GARBAGE MAN
And they’re creating more trash than
we can handle too!
TOWNSPEOPLE
YEAH!!//THAT’S
RIGHT!//TOTALLY!//LISTEN TO HIM!//ETC.
A Michael Landon looking guy stands.
GUY
And what about little Laura? The
Williams’ kid? If she doesn’t get that
heart valve operation she could die!!
Yeah! That’s right!
Everyone just looks at him.
Finally he sits down.
MAYOR
Alright, alright. It’s obvious we have

to do something. But we can’t just
make them leave.
JIMBO
We just encourage them to find
someplace better.
MAYOR
But where? Jakovasaurs are big, loud,
annoying, and stupid. Where would they
fit in?
Everyone thinks.
EXT. HUD HOME
Establishing. Silhouettes in the windows. Lots of noise.
INT. HUD HOME
The house is packed with townspeople and Jakovasaurs.
The Mayor is sitting on the couch with Jakov, showing him
a travel brochure.
JAKOV
MEMPHIS?
MAYOR
Yes, Memphis. You Jakovasaurs would
love it there.
She shows him a picture from the travel brochure.
JAKOV
I DON’T KNOW. I LIKE SOUTH PARK A LOT.
WHAT DO YOU THINK HONEY?
HOPE
GGEEEEEWWWAAARRRR!!
JAKOV
Yeah.
MAYOR
But EVERYONE in South Park wishes they
could live in Memphis.
(Looking up)
Right?
CROWD
Yeah//Go Memphis//Wish I could live
there//etc.
Jakov thinks.
JAKOV

OKAY, we’ll move to Memphis!
Everyone CHEERS!
But just then, the boys walk in.
CARTMAN
Hey, Jakov! How’s it going?!
JAKOV
Great, Eric! We’re moving!
Cartman looks slapped.
CARTMAN
Moving?!
JAKOV
Me and the family are heading to the
promised land of Memphis!
CARTMAN
You can’t leave... You’re my friend...
MRS. CARTMAN
Oh Eric, dear, it’s what’s best.
JIMBO
Yeah, now let’s get that luggage
packed!
CARTMAN
Jakov... Please don’t go. You make
everything in South Park fun. You
brought life to this whole town, it
would suck without you.
JAKOV
It would?
CARTMAN
Yes. These people, Jakov, these people
need you. I need you. Please, Jakov...
stay?
Jakov thinks.
JAKOV
OKAY! I LIKE SOUTH PARK BEST OF ALL!
WE’RE STAYING!
CARTMAN
Hooray! Jakov is staying you guys!!
The townspeople all slump.
EXT. HUD HOME

The people all walk out, looking dejected.
MAYOR
Now what do we do?
INTERIOR GUY
Don’t worry, we’ve come up with a
plan?
MAYOR
You have?!
INTERIOR GUY
Yes. We’re leaving.
TOWNSPEOPLE
WHAT?!
INTERIOR GUY
We’re getting the hell out of here and
away from those God damn things.
They head back to their car.
MAYOR
You can’t leave!
Cartman follows them.
CARTMAN
Yes, who will take care of them?
INTERIOR GUY
Little boy, we’re making YOU an
honorary Department of the Interior
person.
He pins a little button on Cartman.
INTERIOR GUY
So now, you are officially in charge
of South Park’s fish and wildlife. You
have authority over all of them.
CARTMAN
I have authority?
INTERIOR GUY 2
That’s right. And people must respect
it.
CARTMAN
Well, that should be fine, just fine.
INTERIOR GUY 2
Fine, just fine.

CARTMAN
Fine.
STAN
Oh no. Nothing’s worse than Cartman
with authori-tah.
INTERIOR GUY 2
Bye-bye now!
The men quickly jump in their van and peel off. The
townspeople watch as the van speeds down the highway.

ACT 3
EXT. HUD HOME
A TITLE CARD reads ‘JAKOVASAURS’
A Cheesy SIT COM MUSIC CUE.
ANNOUNCER
And now back to ‘JAKOVASAURS!’ on
Comedy Central!
INT. HUD HOME
Hope is on the couch with several little ones climbing
around her.
Jakov walks in the door.
JAKOV
Hi honey! I’m home! WWWOOOO!!!

Jakov slips on the welcome mat and hits his head on the
sofa.
LAUGH TRACK.
JAKOV (cont’d)
Boy it was rough at work today. I’ve
never seen so much coffee!
HOPE
BOOOOO-WOOOOOP!
JAKOV
No! In the boss’ lap!!
LAUGH TRACK.
LITTLE JAKOV
HELLO DAD!
JAKOV
HELLO SON! HOW WAS YOUR DAY?!
LITTLE JAKOV
OH, NOT SO GOOD. SOMETHING REALLY
STRANGE HAPPENED.
JAKOV
What, YOU MEAN MTV PLAYED A VIDEO THAT
WASN’T WILL SMITH?!
LAUGH TRACK.
LITTLE JAKOV
No, dad! A man in a blue suit and a
bag came to the door. He just left
this sealed piece of paper with a
stamp on it.
JAKOV
That’s called a MAILMAN! He takes care
of MAIL!
LITTLE JAKOV
Oh. He took care of mom, too.
LAUGH TRACK.
JAKOV
You’re a nut! Let me see that letter!
Jakov opens the letter.
JAKOV
It’s from a game show! The Mayor has
invited me to compete!!

Cartman walks in the door.
CARTMAN
Hi, Jakov!
APPLAUSE. Cartman looks around, confused.
CARTMAN
What the hell is that?
LAUGH TRACK.
Now Cartman is really confused.
CARTMAN
Who’s laughing?!
JAKOV
ERIC! The Mayor has invited us to
compete on a game show in South Park!
First prize is an all expense paid
vacation!
CARTMAN
Wow! That’s cool! I can help you get
ready!
Jakov slips and falls.
JAKOV
WWWOOOP!!
LAUGH TRACK.
INT. MAYOR’S OFFICE
Everyone is gathered around the Mayor’s desk looking at
the telephone.
MAYOR
Come on... Come on...
Finally, the phone rings. The Mayor quickly picks it up.
MAYOR (cont’d)
HELLO?!
JAKOV
Mayor! This is Jakov. I’m the tall
fellow down the blockMAYOR
YES, YES, JAKOV you’re calling about
the game show, congratulations. Will
you do it?

JAKOV
Sure! If a free trip is involved. Can
my whole family go?
MAYOR
OF COURSE, THAT’S THE POINT!! Just be
ready this afternoon at the public
access building. And good luck. Hope
you win.
JAKOV
COOL BEANS!!!
The Mayor hangs up the phone.
MAYOR
WE GOT HIM... Alright! The boys here
will keep little Eric Cartman
distracted. Meanwhile, we get rid of
the Jakovasaurs and bring some
normalcy back to this town! READYALL
(clapping)
BREAK!
Stan, Kyle and Kenny all look at each other.
EXT. PUBLIC ACCESS STATION
Establishing.
INT. PUBLIC ACCESS STATION
A sign over the stage reads: “Game Show!” Barbrady sits
on one side of the stage, Jakov on the other, the Mayor
is host in the middle. Both Jakov and Barbrady have
scoreboards on the front of their tables.
The crowd has gathered, including ALL the NOISY
Jakovasaurs.
Ned sits in the crowd.

Jimbo walks up with a small box.

JIMBO
Hey Ned, a package came for you today
from Voicebox express.
Jimbo hands the box to Ned.
NED
(burp talk)
Oh boy! Oh boy!
The Mayor walks over to Barbrady.
MAYOR

(Quietly)
Now remember, Barbrady, all you have
to do is LOSE.
BARBRADY
Right!
The Mayor addresses the audience.
MAYOR
Okay, let’s quiet down people and
Jakovasaurs.
It quiets.
MAYOR (cont’d)
Now, as you know, the winner of this
little game will get an all-expense
paid trip for himself and FIFTY of his
closest relatives to lovely... France!
The Jaks go WILD.
JAKOVASAURS
GWEEERRRROOOOWWW!!!
MAYOR
And, all one of our lucky contestants
has to do is answer only ONE of these
questions. Are you ready players?
BARBRADY
Ready.
JAKOV
READY!
MAYOR
Ok, hands on your buzzers.
Jakov immediately presses his buzzer. ERRRRNT!!
JAKOV
FORTY-SEVEN?!
The Jaks go WILD.
MAYOR
You have to wait until I ASK the
question first.
JAKOV
SORRY!
MAYOR
That’s okay. Hands on buzzers.

Jakov immediately presses his buzzer again. ERRRNNT!
JAKOV
TURKEY SANDWICH!
The Jaks go wild.
BARBRADY
Damn he’s quick!
He hits his buzzer. ERRRNNT!
JAKOV
SORRY!
ERNNNTT! ERRNNNTT!
BARBRADY
No, I’m sorry.
ERNNNTT! ERRNNNTT!
JAKOV
NO, IT’S MY FAULT! I’M SORRY!
ERNNNTT! ERRNNNTT!
BARBRADY
No, it’s all me, my bad.
ERNNNTT! ERRNNNTT!
JAKOV
SORRY!
ERNNNTT!
BARBRADY
Sorry.
MAYOR
Will somebody please unplug the God
damn buzzers?!
POP: the sound of electricity being shut down.
GUY WHO TURNED OFF BUZZERS
(O.S.)
Got it.
Jakov hits his buzzer. No luck.
MAYOR
Now, can we get on with this? First
question: What color is blue?
A long pause.

BARBRADY
Blue?
Like a gameshow, a bell rings, indicating the right
answer and a “1” appears on the screen on the front of
Barbrady’s table.
MAYOR
WHAT?!
BARBRADY
Blue is blue?
JAKOV
(Sad)
AW, DID I LOSE?
MAYOR
What? Lose? No, no. Hang on.
The Mayor leans over to Barbrady.
MAYOR
(Whispering)
You’re supposed to LOSE you idiot!
BARBRADY
Where am I?
MAYOR
Just don’t answer anymore questions,
got it?
BARBRADY
Okie-dokie.
MAYOR
(addressing everyone)
Sorry, folks. Little mix up. We’re
playing best out of three.
EXT. MOUNTAIN TOP - DAY
The boys are hiking around on top of the mountain.
CARTMAN
What are we doing out here, you guys?
I wanna see if Jakov wins that game
show.
STAN
Oh, he’ll win, don’t worry.
KYLE
We just have to show you this new
species because you’re the department

of Interior guy now. Soon they will
all be eaten by bears.
CARTMAN
Let me get out my notepad so I can
classify this new species. That should
be fine, just fine. Just fine. Fine.
STAN
There it is!
In the distance, Kenny is standing there with fake
antlers attached to his head.
STAN
That must be of the antelope family.
CARTMAN
That’s Kenny with branches on his
head.
Stan and Kyle look at each other.
CARTMAN
Why did you bring me all the way out
here, you guys?
STAN
Cartman... Jakovasuars are making
South Park suck. You have to
understand that.

What does
being all
minute...
game show

CARTMAN
that have to do with me
the way out- ...Wait a
YOU’RE DISTRACTING ME!! That
is a FIX!

Cartman starts to run down the mountain.
KYLE
Cartman wait!!!
The boys go after him.
Kenny just stands there. Until a large bear jumps out and
mauls him with a ROAR.
INT. PUBLIC ACCESS STATION
Barbrady’s screen has a “7” on it. The Mayor has her back
to Barbrady and is just asking questions directly of
Jakov, trying to get him to answer ONE right.
MAYOR
What’s two plus two, Jakov?

JAKOV
I DON’T KNOW!
BARBRADY
Four?
DING! The bell rings and Barbrady’s score increases to
“8”. The Mayor pays no attention to Barbrady.
MAYOR
Jakov, what is your name?
BARBRADY
Jakov.
DING. “9”
MAYOR
Oh screw it! JAKOV WINS!!
JAKOV
I DO?!
JAKOVASAURS
BEEEEE-WOOOOOPPP!!
MAYOR
You and your entire family are going
to wonderful and exotic... France.
JAKOV
HOOORRAAYYYY!!
MAYOR
All right, everybody. Let’s get them
to the airport! Let’s go people!
There’s no time to lose!
The crowd rushes in and begins gathering up all the
Jakovasaurs.
EXT. AIRPORT
The townspeople are loading Jakovasaurs into a plane as
quickly as possible. Jakov is the last to go in.
JAKOV
But what about our clothes? Shouldn’t
we pack first?!
STAN’S FATHER
Jakovasaurs don’t wear clothes, Jakov.
JAKOV
Oh yeah. Well, goodbye everybody!
We’ll send stuff from France!

TOWNSPEOPLE
Goodbye.
Jakov WHAPS his head.
JAKOV
DUUUURRRRRPPP!
Everyone LAUGHS HALF-HEARTEDLY. The Jakovasaurs board the
plane.
CARTMAN
JAKOV!!
Cartman runs up, followed by the other boys.
JIMBO
CLOSE THE DOOR!
They quickly close the plane doors. Just then the boys
run up.
CARTMAN
OPEN THIS DOOR!
CARTMAN’S MOM
Eric, this is for the best.
CARTMAN
I am department of Interior guy and I
have authority!!
The plane starts to Taxi. Cartman starts to run down the
jetway with it.
CARTMAN
NO!
Stan and Kyle watch him run off.
Jakov looks out the window and sees Cartman running
alongside the plane.
CARTMAN
JAKOV!! DON’T GO!!!
JAKOV
HI ERIC!!
The plane speeds away.
JAKOV
OKAY! BYE THEN!
The plane takes off into the air, leaving Cartman behind.
He stands there on the runway, alone and sad, watching
the red tail lights heading for France.

CARTMAN
Come... back...
Slowly, the townspeople walk up behind him.
CARTMAN’S MOM
Eric, it’s important for you to
understandCARTMAN
Don’t, mother. Just don’t.
The Mayor squats down next to Cartman.
MAYOR
I know it’s hard, Eric. But I’ve
learned something today...
Stan and Kyle look at each other.
MAYOR
You see... Animal species come and go.
It’s all part of natural evolution.
Now Jimbo leans down.
JIMBO
The Jakavasuars would have gone
extinct if we hadn’t interfered,
because their particular form of life
simply wasn’t practical.
Now Ned leans down, and puts his voice box to his throat.
NED
(Beautiful voice)
We can’t go around saving every form
of life any more than we can kill them
all. We have to let nature run it’s
course.
Everyone is looking at Ned oddly.
JIMBO
Ned that voice box sucks.
NED
I know, I’m still trying to find my
old one.
MAYOR
Well then what say we all go get some
ice cream?!
ALL
Hooray!

But Cartman just slumps.
CARTMAN
No... That’s okay... I’ll see you
guys...
Cartman walks away.
KYLE
Dude, I’ve never seen Cartman care so
much about something.
STAN
Yeah... I guess he finally found
something as annoying as he is.
EXT. FRANCE
A typical French Cafe scene. Cafe, berets, lattes, Eifel
tower, cigarettes, accordion player...
A big Greyhound bus pulls up in foreground (like we
always do dropping the boys off at the busstop)
The bus pulls away, revealing a shitload of Jakovasaurs.
JAKOV
COME ON KIDS, LET’S GO FIND THE
PYRAMIDS! WHHOOOOOAAAAA!!!!
Jakov trips and falls into a group of tables in a big
dunce move. The accordion player stops. The place falls
silent.
All the french people look on in disgusted horror.
A beat.
Then, all at once, the French people bust up laughing!
FRENCHMAN
Il est si drole.
(in French)
That was so funny!!!
FRENCHWOMAN
J’aime ces choses!!
(in french)
I love it’s antics!!!
FRENCHMAN
(in french)
Il est juste comme Jerry Lewis!
(He’s just like Jerry Lewis!)

